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Experimental and modeling studies of secondary organic
aerosol formation and some applications to the marine
boundary layer
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Abstract. A seriesof controlledexperimentswere carriedout in the CalspanCorporation's600

m3environmental
chamber
tostudysomesecondary
organic
aerosol
formation
processes.
Three
precursor-ozone
systems
werestudied:cyclopentene-ozone,
cyclohexene-ozone,
andct-pineneozone. Additionally,SO2wasaddedto theinitial gasmixturein severalinstances
andwaslikely
presentat tracelevelsin the ostensiblyorganic-onlyexperime•.ts.It was foundthat all three
systemsreadilyformednew submicronaerosolsat very low reactantlevels. The chemical
composition
of formedaerosolswasconsistent
with somepreviousstudies,but the yieldsof
organicproductswerefoundto be lower in the Calspanexperiments.A three-stepprocedureis
proposedto explainthe observedparticlenucleationbehavior:HO. production-• H2SO4
formation-• H2SO4-H20(perhapstogetherwith NH3) homogeneous
nucleation.It is also
proposedthat somesolubleorganicproductswouldpartitioninto the newly formedH2SO4-H20
nuclei,enhancewatercondensation,
andquicklygrowthesenucleiinto a largersizerange. While
theobservations
in thetwo cycloolefin-ozone
systemscouldbe well explainedby theseproposed
mechanisms,
the exactnatureof the nucleationprocessin the o•-pinene-ozone
systemremains
ratheropaqueandcouldbe the resultof nucleationinvolvingcertainorganics.The resultsfrom
threesimplemodelingstudiesfurthersupporttheseproposals.Their applicabilityto the marine
boundarylayer (MBL) is alsodiscussed
in somedetail. Particularly,sucha particlenucleationand
growthprocesscouldplay an importantrole in secondaryaerosolformationand,quite likely,
CCN formationas well in certainMBL regions.

1. Introduction

Organicaerosolshave recently receivedimmenseattention
as organic compoundshave been found to be important
constituentsof atmosphericaerosols.It has been reportedthat
total organiccarboncan comprise25-65% of the fine aerosol
(diameter<2.5 micron) mass in local regions [Wolff et al.,
1991; Chow et al., 1994; Novakov et al., 1997].

In the marine

boundarylayer (MBL), accordingto the resultsfrom the First
AerosolCharacterizationExperiment(ACE 1), at least 10% of
the marine aerosolmassis organic matter. In fact, organics
and sulfatehave been found to be often present in a single
aerosolparticle [Murphy et al., 1998]. There have also been
measurements
showing that in both the polluted and background marine atmosphere, organic aerosols can play as
importanta role in cloud condensationnuclei (CCN) formation
as sulfate aerosols [Novakov and Penner, 1993; Matsumoto et

al., 1997]. In addition,somelaboratorystudies
havepointed
outthataerosols
composed
of certainorganicspeciesaswell
asinorganic/organic
mixtureshavethe abilityto becomeCCN
at typical atmosphericsupersaturations
[Cruz and Pandis,
1997, 1998; Corrigan and Novakov,1999]. Becausethese

organiccompounds
havequitedifferentchemical,physical,
hygroscopic,
and optical propertiesfrom their inorganic
counterparts,
they could play significant anddistinctive roles

in aerosolandcloud-related
processes,
for example,affecting
the directandindirectaerosolclimateforcing. However,
despite
theirpotentialimportance,
thereis still no complete
inventoryof organiccompounds
comprising
fine aerosols
due
to their chemicalcomplexityandthe lack of appropriate
analytical methods.

Amongthe knownspecies,dicarboxylic
acids(C2- C10)
are now recognizedas ubiquitouscomponentsin the water-

solubleportionof marineaerosolsaswell aspolarandurban
aerosols[Grosjeanet al., 1978; Kawamuraet al., 1996;
tDepartment
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lot of uncertainties
stillremainasto the atmospheric
rolesof
thesehomologouscompounds. One immediateconcernis

relatedto their secondary
aerosolformationpotential.It has
long beenpostulated
that dicarboxylicacidsin the aerosols
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could be producedby in situ chemical oxidation of precursor
compounds(anthropogenic and/or natural) followed by partitioning of the gaseous diacid products into the particulate
phase [Grosjean et al., 1978; Satsumabayashiet al., 1990].
Reaction pathways of cycloolefins and ozone to produce
diacidshave been proposedin some detail through laboratory
studies[Hatakeyamaet al., 1985, 1987; Kalberer et al., 2000].
These smog chamber experiments showed particulate
dicarboxylicacidswere indeedformedfrom cycloolefin precursors. However, the concentrations of olefins and ozone that

were usedwere often at least4 to 5 ordersof magnitudehigher
than the expectedvalues in the MBL. In some other cases
there were alreadyseedparticles present before the reactants
were introduced

into

the chamber.

Thus there is a need to

explore if particulate diacids can be producedfrom precursors
at ambientlevels with no preexistingparticles,and if so, how
are these acids incorporated into the particulate phase (via
homogeneousnucleationor other mechanisms)? Could sulfate
and its formation be relatedto the organic aerosol formation
processin some way? Additionally, what are the effects of
such a process on aerosol and perhaps CCN formation in
certain MBL regions where preexisting aerosols are at low

AND MODELING

STUDIES

ozone, cyclohexene-ozone,and ct-pinene-ozone. Thesethree
systemshave been studiedextensively but in most cases,
either at precursorconcentrationsthat are much higher than
plausible values or in the presenceof seed aerosol in the
chamber[e.g., Hatakeyamaet al., 1985, 1987;Hoffmann et al.,
1997]. The fact that all theseexperimentshave reported some
sort of particle formation and the potential presenceof these
specificprecursors(or relatedcompounds)in certain regions
of the atmospherewarrantanother carefully designedlaboratory studyfor our earlier-statedpurposes. The experimental
procedurewas similar for all threesystems,and is describedas
follows.

The chamberair was routinelyfiltered through charcoaland
aerosolfilters overnightto get a "clean" chamber. After such
filtering, the mixing ratios of SO2, NOx, and 03 were below
detectionlimits of 0.1 ppbv, 0.5 ppbv, and 1 ppbv, respectively. The particle numberconcentrationwas always below

0.1 cm'3. Then,for example,
about50 ppbv cyclopentene
and
100 ppbv ozone were sequentially injected into this clean
chamberand quickly mixed by a mixing fan. An air sample
was drawn from the chamber

at 15-min

intervals

and subse-

quently analyzed by a GC-MS to obtain the hydrocarbon

concentrations
(100-300 cm'3) and cycloolefinscouldbe

precursorconcentrations. The ozone concentration was con-

present dueto transport from the continent or other sources?
These uncertainties also apply to many biogenic hydrocarbons which are emitted globally in large quantities and
have considerable reactivity toward atmospheric oxidants
[Simpsonet al., 1995; Hoffmann et al., 1997]. For example,
monoterpenes(ct-pinene and analogous compounds),which
are estimatedto comprise11% of volatile organic compounds
emitted by vegetation [Guentheret al., 1995], can be easily
oxidized to producecondensableproducts exhibiting high
aerosol yields. A numberof smog chamberexperiments and
modeling efforts have been carriedout to study monoterpene
oxidation systems[Odumet al., 1996; Hoffmannet al., 1997,
1998; Koch et al., 2000]. However, many results, while
certainly of importance,are still highly speculativedueto the
complexity of the problem.
This work attemptsto addressthe above specific uncertainties via controlledlaboratorystudies. We designedand carried
out a series of experiments in the Calspan Corporation's
environmental chamberto simulate some secondaryorganic
aerosol formation processes and investigate the roles of
organic productsin particle formation, including comparisons
with the better studiedsulfates. Diagnostic modeling calculations were performed,prompted by some interesting experimental results. The applicability of these results to certain
MBL regionsis also discussedin this work.

tinuouslymeasuredwith a Dasibi Model 1008 ozone analyzer.
The concentrationof SO2 was measuredby a pulsedfluorescenceSO2analyzer(Thermo Environmental Corp. Model 43S)
continuously. A tunable diode laser absorption system
(TDLAS) was employedto monitor the concentrationsof NH3
and H202 in the chamber. The NH3 concentrationwas also
monitoredby a thermooxidationNH 3 to NOx converter(Dasibi
Model 2109) coupledwith a NOx analyzer (Thermo Environmental Corp. Model 42) and comparedwith the measurements
by TDLAS. The hydroxyl and peroxy radical concentrations
were monitored by NCAR's chemical ionization mass
spectrometer(CIMS). The particle number concentration in
the chamberwasmeasured
by a TSI 3025A (r > 3 nm) and a TSI
3022 (r > 10 nm)particle counter simultaneously (at 90%
countingefficiency). A differential mobility analyzer (DMA)
from Naval ResearchLaboratory(NRL) was usedto obtain the
particle size distribution (threshold r > 5 nm), from which
calculatedvalues of the particle volume density and surface
area were derived. The chamber temperature, pressure, and
relative humidity were monitored by respective NRL
instruments. Suchan experimentwas repeatedand/or carried
out under slightly different conditions, for example, at a
differentRH or with a differentamountof addedSO2 or NH3, to
examinetheir effectson particleformation. It is worth noting
that since the DMA actually measuresdry aerosol properties,

2. Experimental Procedure

obtain the actual values in the more humid chamber. However,

the measured aerosol

size and volume

should

be corrected

since most of our discussions in the next section

to

are based on

TheCalspanCorporation's
600 m3 chamber
wascarefully comparisonsof a set of measurementsat a similar RH, such a
characterized
in May 1998, whenboth physicalandchemical correctioncan be ignoredin thesecases. We will, on the other
measurements
weremadeto test its functioning for chemical hand,performsuchhygroscopiccorrectionsin the "Partitionreactionand particle formation experiments. In addition, the ing of glutaricacidinto the fresh H2SOa-H20
nuclei" modeling
calculations.
concentration of backgroundcontaminantsand wall loss of
gases and particles in the clean chamber were determined. A
The aerosolsproduced,if any, were collectedonto a dual
more detaileddescriptionis given in a report on the charac- tandemfilter arrangement(Teflon filter followed by quartz
terizationof the chamber[Hoppelet al., 1999].
filter in one path, tandem quartzfilters in another parallel
The main experimentswere carriedout in the characterized path) connectedto the chamberthroughthe wall [Turpin et al.,

chamberin Octoberand Novemberof 1998. Three hydro- 1994]. Each Teflon filter was then dissolved in 10 mL deioncarbonprecursor-ozone
systemswere studied:cyclopentene- ized water, and the extract was analyzedby a DIONEX DX500
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Table 1. ParticleNucleationin O3-OnlyChamberand ThreeHydrocarbon-O3
Systems
Cases

Clean ChamberWith 100 ppbv Clean ChamberWith 50 ppbv
Ozone (Dark)
Cyclopentene
and 100 ppbv
Ozone
(Oct. 10, 1998)

Clean ChamberWith 60 ppbv
Cyclohexeneand 135 ppbv
Ozone

Clean Chamber With 16 ppbv

cz-Pineneand 95 ppbv Ozone
(Nov. 9, 1998)

(Oct. 16, 1998)

(Nov. 10, 1998)

T, øC
RH, %

25
33

26
29

25
49

25
29

Nrn,
acm-3
Rm,
bnm

20
<5

2.6K
32

2.5K
35

20K
30

0.40

0.87

Vp,
cgm3cm'3

0.02

1.21

aNmis maximumparticlenumberconcentration.

bRmis meanparticleradiusat theendof particlegrowth.

cVp
isparticle
volume
density
aftera certain
timeof growth
(seetext).

studies[Hatakeyamaet al., 1985, 1987, 1989], the concentrations of the hydrocarbonprecursorsthey usedwere much
higher(up to 3 ordersof magnitude).Ourresultsshowthat at
mixing ratiosof tens of ppbv, muchcloserto the possible
This method has been described in detail in several recent
values in the MBL [Grosjean et al., 1978; Bonsang et al.,
publications [e.g., Novakov et al., 1997]. The dual tandem 1991], these cycloolefinsandmonoterpenescan readily form
filter arrangementwas used to correct the estimates of aerosol new submicronparticlesin the presenceof ozone.
We note the averageconcentrationsof cycloolefinsin the
carbon mass for the possible adsorption of organic vapors
MBL arepossiblyevenlowerthanin this study. However,in
onto the quartz filters.
someMBL regionssuchas thosenear urbancenters,cycloolefins couldpotentiallyreachppbv levels dueto offshoretrans3. Results and Discussions
port undercertainconditions. Thereforeour resultsin this
studycanbe directlyapplicableto suchMBL regionswhere
3.1.
Particle Nucleation in the Hydrocarbonhydrocarbon
precursor
concentrations
are somewhat
elevated.
Ozone
Systems
ion chromatography system to identify water-soluble
compoundsin the aerosols. The quartz filters were analyzed
with an evolved gas analysis (EGA) method at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory for total carbon (TC)mass.

In all three hydrocarbon-ozonesystems, new submicron
particles were formedat low precursorlevels, as is shown in
Table 1. In the case of November 10 the particle number

3.2.

Chemical Analyses of Formed Aerosol

It is important to know what chemical species in these

concentration
in the chamberwas below 10 particles/cm
3 precursor-ozonereaction systems were producedand incorbefore 50 ppb of cyclopenteneand 100 ppb of ozone were
injected into the chamber. Within 3 min after injections,
ultrafine particles started to be detectedby the TSI 3025A
particlecounter(r > 1.5 nm, at 50% countingefficiency). The
DMA startedto detectparticles (r > 5 nm) and measuretheir
size distribution

within

10 min after the nucleation

onset.

The

particlenumberconcentration
increasedsteadily andreacheda

poratedinto the particulatephase. The initial conditions as

well asthe massconcentrations
andmolaryieldsof particulate
productsidentifiedby ion chromatography(IC) are listed in
Table2. The carbon-based
molar yield of a product(in the
aerosol),which indicatesthe percentageof the reactantconverted into this product, is definedby [Aproduct(mol) x
carbonnumberof the product/ (Ahydrocarbon(mol) x carbon

maximum
of 2600cm-3(Nm)in about30 min. In the meantime numberof the hydrocarbon)]x 100. The molecular structures
of the threehydrocarbon
precursors,
selectedoxidation prod32 nm (R,), while the volume density (Vp) reached0.40 uctsanda possiblereaction intermediate(Criegeeintermedigm3/cm
3. Qualitatively,similarbehaviorswereobserved
in ate) are listed in Table 3.

the meanradiusof the formedparticlesreacheda maximumof

the cyclohexene-ozonesystem and t•-pinene-ozone system
(Table 1) wherenew submicron
particleswereformed.
In contrast, when 100 ppb ozone alone was injected into
the clean chamber on October 10, almost no new particles
were formed in the next hour of observation.

The measured

particleconcentration
wasalwaysbelow20 cm-3. Duringthe
30 min from the nucleationonset,the meanradiusof particles
never exceeded5 nm (not detectedby the DMA), and the

The threecyclopentene
(CP)-ozonecasesshow that glutaric
acidwasthe most abundantparticulateproductidentifiedby
IC, followed by succinicacid. The ratio of C5 to C4 diacid
yield wasabout6 in all three CP-O3cases,which implies a
stablereactionmechanismfor dicarboxylicacid productions
with distinct branching ratios could exist. However, this
awaitsfurther investigation. Comparingthe total diacidmass
concentration (from IC) with the aerosol volume concentra-

particlevolumedensitywasalwaysbelow0.02 [.tm3/cm
3. The
muchsmaller
RmandV•,herearein sharpcontrast
with thosein

tion measured
by DMA, if we assumean aerosolmassdensity

the hydrocarbon-ozoneexperiments as shown in Table 1.
Clearly, the oxidation productsof these organic precursors
significantly contributed to the new submicron particle
productionin the chamber. While such a particle formation
behavior in the cycloolefin-ozone and monoterpene-ozone
systems has been reported in some earlier smog chamber

total aerosolmass, which is consistentwith earlier findings
[Hatakeyamaet al., 1987]. This also consistently shows
secondaryaerosol componentsin the CP-O3 system could
includeother oxidation products,predominantlydialdehydes
and to-oxo carboxylic acids. The most abundant aerosol
components
in the cyclohexene-ozone
case,identifiedby IC,

of 1 g/cm3, dicarboxylicacidsconstituteabout15% of the

27,622
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Table 2. Initial Conditions, Chemical Composition,and Molar Yields of Productsin Selected

Hydrocarbon-Ozone
Experiments
a
Hydrocarbon

Cases

[HC]o,ppb

[03]o, ppb T, øC/RH,% A[HC], MassConcentration
Carbon-BasedMolar Yield
ppb
of Identified
Molar Yield, (%) of Total

Species,
gg m'3

%

Dicarboxylic
Acids

Cyclopentene

Oct. 10

50

Nov. 14

100

50

90

27/66
24/68

46
39

before noon

glutarate0.41

GA 0.17

succinate 0.09

SA 0.03

glutarate0.27

GA 0.13

succinate 0.05

SA 0.02

glutarate0.57
succinate
0.15
sulfate0.08;
adipate 0.30
glutarate0.30

GA 0.23
SA 0.05
SFø2
AA c0.14
GA 0.13

0.20
0.15

Nov. 14
after noon

50
[SO2]= 1 ppb

100

24/70

50

0.28

Cyclohexene

Oct. 16

60

150

25/43

36

succinate 0.03

SA 0.01

ct-pinene

Oct. 19

20

115

26/48

13

TC 2.37

3.7 (carbon)

N/A

Nov. 9

16

95

25/29

16

TC 2.98

3.8 (carbon)

N/A

0.28

a[HC]o is the initialmixingratio of hydrocarbon,
[03]o is the initialmixingratio of ozone,T (øC) is the temperaturein the
chamber,RH (%) is the relative humidityin the chamber,A[HC] is the hydrocarbonconsumedduring the 40-min period; mass
concentration
is thatof eachorganicproductidentifiedby theIC. GA, glutaricacid;SA, succinicacid;AA, adipicacid; SF, sulfuric
acid; TC, total carbon; N/A, not available.

bThemolaryieldof SF is calculated
basedonsulfurmoles,notcarbon
moles.
CTentatively
identifiedasAA. It couldalsobe oneof its isomers,e.g.,a hydroxy-ketoacid.

were adipic acid (tentatively) and glutaric acid, with a very
minor productbeing succinicacid.
It is useful to note here that ion chromatographyturns out
to be very suitable for the detection of dicarboxylic acids,
which are highly polar and water-solublecompounds. Theoretically, those hydrocarbonoxidation productswith carbons
at the highestoxidationstate(e.g., diacids)shouldbe the least

volatile and most water-solubleamongall the products. Thus,
for the purpose of studying particle nucleation, we have
chosento useIC insteadof the morewidely usedGC-MS or GC
techniqueswhich often have difficulty in identifying polar
compoundswithoutprior derivatization[e.g., Yu et al., 1999].
The detectionlimits of the IC for adipic, glutaric and succinic

acidswere0.04, 0.04, and 0.01 •tg/m3, respectively(at a

Table 3. Molecular Structuresof Hydrocarbon(HC) Precursors,
a PossibleReactionIntermediate,and Selected
Oxidation

Products

HC Precursor(and a Possible
Reaction Intermediate)

Molecular

Structure

Selected Oxidation

Product

Molecular

Structure

O

Cyclopentene
O

succinic
acid HO
•V• OH
o

Cyclohexene

o

glutaricacid
HO

I
ct-pinene

H

O
adipic
acid

HO
O

Criegeeintermediate(in
cyclopen.tene-ozone
system)a

ß
•./o
XO•O

pinonic
acid
b

•
/•o
OH

aApossible
reaction
intermediate
in thecyclopentene-ozone
reaction
system.
Criegee
intermediates
in otherprecursor-ozone
systemsare analogousto this onein structure.

bone
oftheidentified
ozonolysis
products
ofct-pinene.
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typicalsampling
volumeof 4 m3). The overalluncertainty
for

Table 4. NucleationandGrowthBehaviors
of H2SO4 and

measured diacid concentrations

Cyclopentene-OzoneProducts

was about 520%.

With

NaOH

as the eluent and a gradientelution method, each diacideluted
Injected
October13, 1998 November 10, 1998
at a specific elution time that was determinedby running a
Gaseous
October I0, 1998 150 ppbv Ozone;
I00 ppbvOzone;
standardcompoundunderthe sameIC condition. The separaPrecursors 150ppbvOzone I0 ppbvSO2 50 ppbvCyclopentene
tion of those consecutively eluted diacids was reasonably
good. For example,the resolutionbetween the adjacentgluta- T, øC
25
24
26
rate and succinatepeakswas, on average,80%.
RH, %
33
35
29
.4)
350
3.0
It is interestingto note that the carbon-basedmolar yields Jn,a cm'3s'I
20
overI00 K
2.6K
of total diacids in aerosolsare quite a bit lower in our experi- N., bcm'3
Rm,
bnm
<5
~5
32
ments (-0.2% in CP-O3 case; -0.3% in CH-O3 case) than in
Vp,
bgm3cm-3
0.02
0.003
0.43
thosecarriedout by Hatakeyamaet al. [1985, 1987] (-0.6% in
CP-O3case;-6%, in CH-O3case). Suchcomparisonsare made
aJn is particle nucleation rate derived from particle counter
with regardto the yields after aboutthe samereactiontime. As measurements.
t'rhesenotationsare identicalto thoseusedin Table 1.
discussedin more detail later, this yield difference couldbe due
to the fact that the initial ozone (and cycloolefin) concentrations in those earlier experiments were at least 3 orders of
In severalprevious studies,secondaryaerosol formation
magnitudehigher than in the experimentsreportedhere. The
from
reactionof c•-pinenewith 03 has been observedand a
lower initial concentrationsled to smaller amounts of organic
series
of oxidation productshave been identified, some of
productsin the gas phase which, due to the resultant lower
which
aresuspected
to play importantrolesin new particle
driving force, partitioned into the particulate phase at much
f

,

,,

smaller

amounts.

It is also worth noting that the above mass concentrations
and yields, in mostcases,are basedupon the measurements
of
aerosol samples collected during a 40-min interval, usually

starting• hourfromthe nucleation
onset. However,previ-

formation[Hatakeyama
et al., 1989; Hoffmannet al., 1998].
However,no organicproductwas detectedby the IC in the
aerosolsamplescollectedin the c•-pinene-ozone
experiments

in the Calspanchamber. In contrast, the EGA results showed

high yields of particulatecarbon(-4% yield), as shownin
Table 2. Theseresultsstrongly suggestat the low reactant
levels usedin the Calspanchamber,low-volatility, rather
insolubleand/ornonpolarproductswereproduced
and incor-

ous studiessuggest that if the formed aerosols were given
enoughtime to evolve in the chamber(e.g., 24 hours), dicarboxylic acidscouldactually comprisemore than 50% (mass)
poratedinto the particulatephase. However, the chemical
of the total secondaryaerosol products [e.g., Hatakeyarnaet
nature
of theseoxidation productsstill awaitsfurtherelucidaal., 1987]. Earlier experimental data strongly suggest a
tion
despite
somerecentattempts[e.g.,Yu et al., 1999].
sequentialoxidation mechanism,in which further oxidations
of some intermediate productsto diacids could slowly take
3.3. Nucleation and Growth Behaviors of H•SO4
place on the aerosol surfaceor in the gas phase. Becauseof
and Organic Products
the shortageof time, we were not able to collect aerosolsafter
such a long time (24 hours). However, it should be kept in
In Table4 the averagetime derivativeof particle number
mind that in the ambient atmosphere, where enough time is
concentrations,measuredby TS! 3025A particle counter, is
often available, the dicarboxylic acidscan have much higher calculated
as anindicationof the particlenucleationrateJn.
aerosolyields than thoseshownin Table 2. Thesediacidscan Whenonly ozonewasin the chamber(October10, 1998), the
therefore comprise a major mass fraction of the secondary particlenucleationrate wasnegligible(-0). When SO2or
aerosolsformedin similar cycloolefin-ozone systems. This cyclopentene
was addedinto the chamber,J• was enhanced.

provides an important basis for our later modeling However,at similarT andRH, the enhancement
of J, in the
calculations.
SO2-O
3 casewas 2 ordersof magnitudegreaterthan in the
The mass concentrationsof total organic carbon in the cyclopentene-ozone
case. Also, far highermaximumparticle
collected aerosols in the October 10, October 16, and concentrationwasobservedin the SO2-O3case as seen from

November
14 afternooncaseswere6 ggC/m3, 1.01 ggC/m3, the differences
of N,. Theseparticleswerevery small (mean
and1.26 ggC/m3,respectively,according
to the EGAresults. radiusR, ~ 5 nm) duringthe 40-min observationperiodand
The total aerosol mass concentrations, derived from the DMA

hada verylowvolume
density
(Vp~ 0.003 gg/m3),in contrast
measurements,
were5.3 gg/m3,3.62 gg/m3, and4.82 gg/m3, to themuchlargerparticles(butlessin numberconcentration)
respectively,in the abovethreecases,assuminga unit density eventually
formedin the cyclopentene-ozone
system. Sucha
of the aerosol.However,it is quitedifficultto comparethese contrastwas also observedin other SO2-O3andcyclopenteneozone cases. In addition, cyclohexene-ozoneexhibited a
leasttwo uncertainties:the uncertaintyof the aerosoldensity similar behaviorto the cyclopentene-ozone
system. These
andthe uncertaintyof the averagemolecularweight of aerosol resultsclearly indicate SO2-O
3 systemhas a much greater
two setsof measurements
in a straightforwardmanner dueto at

organic matter. The sampling artifacts of the EGA method

particlenucleationpotentialthan cycloolefin-ozone
system

couldfurtheraddto the difficulty of any direct comparison whereasthe latter producedmuchlarger particles. The
[Huebert and Charlson, 2000]. Nevertheless, these measured cz-pinene-ozonesystem is somewhatdifferent than the two
organic carbon concentrationsand total aerosol mass concentrations support our contention that secondaryaerosols are
indeedformedin the cycloolefin-ozonesystemsunderatmosphericconditionsandthey containa large fractionof organic
matter.

cycloolefin-ozone
systems:while particlesalso grew to a
similarlylargesizeeventually(Rm- 30 nm, Table 1), far more

particleswereformedin the meantime. In fact, the particle
numberconcentration
in the cz-pinene-ozone
casewas found to
be usuallyhigher than the cycloolefin-ozonecase,but lower
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than the SO2-O3 case, when the precursorconcentrationswere
comparable(e.g., see Tables 1 and 4).
Perhapsthe most interestingfact here is that in the October
13 case, a huge number of tiny particles were producedin the
SO2-O3system.Sucha behavior agreeswith the muchstudied
behavior of H2SO4-H20homogeneous nucleation. Indeed,
H2SO4 is the only common speciesthat has a low enough
vapor pressureto nucleatenew particles at such a high rate.
On the otherhand, it is well known that, in the gasphase(dark
condition, no ozone photolysis), SO2 and 03 would react to
produceH2SO4 only at an extremely slow rate. Reactionwith
HO. is the dominant oxidation processof SO2[Stockwelland
Calvert, 1983]. Hence the following pathway is proposedto
interpretthe observedparticle formationin SO2-O3cases:
In the dark chamber,particle productionwas in fact dueto
H2SO4-H20homogeneousnucleation. Hydroxyl, the needed
oxidant for SO2, was producedfrom the oxidation of backgroundhydrocarbonsrather than ozone photolysis. The characterization of the "clean" chamber showedthat low though
significant amounts of hydrocarbonswere in the overnight
filtered chamber. For example, a few ppbv haloalkanes and
aromaticcompoundswere detectedby a GC-MS [Hoppel et al.,
1999]. This suggeststhat more reactive hydrocarbonssuchas
alkenes (for which no specific analysis was made, i.e., no
standardswere run) could also have been present. These
hydrocarbonscouldhave reactedwith the injected 03 to produce Criegee intermediates and HO., the latter often being
producedwith a high yield [Atkinson, 1994]. Then either the
Criegee intermediateor H O. could easily oxidize the injected
SO2to produceH2SO4 followed by particle nucleation. Calculations indicate the Criegee intermediateswouldreact quickly
with water vaporin the chamberor go throughother oxidation
processes,leaving HO. as the most possible oxidant for SO2
oxidation. The validity of sucha pathway is furthersupported
by the observedH O. production detectedby the CIMS after
ozone was injected into the "clean" chamber. In all the cases
where 30 ppbv or more of ozone was injected, CIMS immediately detectedthe productionof HO. at up to 20 pptv in mixing ratio. The recenthypothesisof stable sulfateclusters(1-3
nm in diameter)serving as a sourceof new atmosphericparticles [Kulrnala et al., 2000], based on theoretical calculations
and model simulations, is quite consistentwith our proposal
stated above. To better understandthe particle formation
processin the cyclopentene-ozonecase, and in hydrocarbonozonecasesin general,we carriedout two further experiments
as described below.

3.4. Impact of SO2 on Particle
Hydrocarbon-Ozone
Systems

Table 5. Impactof SO2on {x-Pinene-Ozone
ParticleFormation
Nov. 9, 1998 Nov. 18, 1998 Nov. 12, 1998 Nov. 11, 1998

[Ozone],appbv
95
[•t-pinene],
bppbv 16

110
15

110
15

100
15

[Ozone]*

1520

1650

1650

1500

[•t-pinene]
T, øC
RH, %
[SO2],•ppbv

25
29

25
30

24
43

25
47

trace (<0.1)

0.5

2.5

6

Jn,dcm'3s'•
Nm?,ecm-3
Raftnm

22.2
14K
32

174.7
779.2
73 K
187K
notavailable 16

1621.6
380K
12

a[Ozone]
is ozonemixingratio.

bHere
[at-pinene]
isat-pinene
mixing
ratio.
•[SO2]is SO2mixingratio.
dThese
notations
areidenticalto thoseusedin Table4.

•hese aremeasurements
fromtheCN3022particlecounter
whichefficiently
counts
particles
largerthan!0 nmin radius.The CN3025Acounter
hasa dynamic
rangeextending
onlyto 100K cm'3.

andthe meansize of the particles(R,) showeda decreasing
trend. Suchan impactof SO2 on particleformationwas also
observed
in the cyclopentene-ozone
systemandcyclohexeneozonesystem. Theseresultsshow that in thesehydrocarbonozonesystems,
evena few ppb of SO2,if present,would play a
crucialrole in nucleatingnew particles. Furthermore,our
modelcalculations,
described
in detailin section4.1, suggest
the gaseousorganicproductsin these two cycoolefin-ozone
systems
do notreadilyform newparticlesthroughhomogeneous nucleation. Therefore it is reasonable to believe that trace

amountsof H2SO4 (from SO2 oxidation) initiated particle

nucleationin the cycloolefin-ozone
caseswhereSO2 could
certainlyhavebeenpresentat tracelevels(<0.1 ppbv). In the
cz-pinene-ozonecases (e.g., November 9, Table 5), more
particles were formed than in the cycloolefin-ozonecases
(e.g., November 10, Table 4) under similar T and RH. We have

shown earlier that high yields of organic products(carbon)
were foundin the aerosolsin the (x-pinene-ozone
system
(Table2). The possibilitythenexiststhatsomeorganicproductsin this particularsystemcontributedto new particle formationthroughhomogeneous
nucleation. However,the huge
particlenucleationpotential of H2SO4 as shownin Tables5
and4 also suggeststhat sulfuricacidcouldstill be the major
nucleatingspecieseven in the (x-pinene-ozone
system. On
the other hand,it is again evident(R,,in Tables5, 4, and 1)
that oxidation productsof hydrocarbonprecursorsgrew the

freshnucleiinto a muchlargersizerangethanin the SO2-O
3
system.

Formation in

In the four cases listed in Table 5, similar amounts of

(x-pineneand03 wereaddedinto the chamber. In fact, [03] x
[(x-pinene]variedby less than 10%, which meansthe production rate and amountof organic compoundswouldvary within
10%. Different amountsof SO2were addedinto the chamber
between(x-pineneand ozoneinjections. The smallamountsof
addedSO2shouldnot affect the ozone amount(thus the oxidation of (x-pinene)in the four casesby more than 6%. However, we see significant variations in the particle formation
behavior(e.g., at least by a factor of 2 for Jn), presumably
attributableto the addedSO2. When more SO2 was in the
chamberbefore the nucleationonset, the nucleationrate Jn
turnedoutto be faster;moreparticles(largerNm)wereformed,

3.5.

Impact of Water Vapor Partial Pressure on

Hydrocarbon-Ozone

Particle

Formation

In the caseof the cyclopentene-ozone
systemthe relative
humiditywas changedto studythe impact of water vapor
partial pressurePwø on particle formation. The results,listed
in Table6, indicatethat a higherPwø produced
moreparticles
(larger Nrn
) and increasedthe nucleationrate Jn. When we

consider
tl•ebinarynucleation
rateequation:J = 4 n r2 N• [32
exp[-AG/(kT)], where N• is water molecule (component 1)
concentration
and •2 is theimpingement
rateof anothernucleating species(component2), it is conceivablethat the nucleation we observedwasquitepossiblya binary (or even ternary)
nucleationsystemwith wateras onenucleatingspecies.As we
have mentioned in section 3.4 and will further show with some

modelingcalculations,sucha nucleatingsystemis most
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Table
6. Impact
ofWater
Vapor
Partial
Pressure
onCyclopentene-O3
Particle
Formation
October10, 1998 November14, 1998

November 10, 1998

(Before Noon)

[Cyclopentene],
appbv
[Ozone],b
ppbv
T,øCJRH,
%

Pwø,
cPa

50
100
27/66
2400

Jn
,dcm
-3s-1
81.5
Nm,
dcm
-3
24K
Rm,
dnm
37
vp,d
gm
3cm
-3
5.3
Mass
concentration
ofproducts,
ggm-3 glutarate
0.41'
succinate0.09;

50
90
23/64

50
100
26/29

37.2
14K
40
3.7
glutarate
0.27;

3.0
2.6K
32
0.54
below
detection
limit
ofIC

1800

succinate0.05;

980

a[Cyclopentene]
iscyclopentene
mixing
ratio.
b[Ozone]is ozonemixingratio.
Cpwøis watervaporpartialpressure.
dThesenotationsare identicalto thoseusedin Table4.

4wasproduced,
andessentially
noparticle
produclikelyH2SO4-H2
¸ in theostensibly
cycloolefin-ozone
case. littleH2SO

Analogous
tothepathway
weproposed
earlier
in section
3.3, tion was observed.
thefollowing
(a)-(b)-(c)three-step
procedure
wouldproduce ' 3. In the caseslisted in Table 5, with similar amountsof
organic
species
(andwater)
forpartitioning,
themeanparticle
freshH2SO4-H20
nuclei:
sizedecreased
asthe initial SO2 mixingratio increased,
since

(a)

moreH2SO4-H20
fresh
nuclei
would
beformed
atthehigherSO2

(b)

CP
+03-•Criegee
intermediate
+ ßOH+SO
2(trace)
>H2SO4

/•Further
[O]
)) Fres•

GA,and
SA,
other
products,
water
vapor
[partitioning]

levels and sharethe availablepartitioningspecies.

4. WhenSO2wasdeliberately
added
intothechamber
with
hydrocarbon
andozone
(e.g.,November
14 afternooncasein
Table2), sulfate
wasdetected
in thecollected
aerosol
samples

XNNN•20
(NH3)
(c)

"a

( [nucleation]
'

dueto therelativelylargemassof produced
H2SO
4. Whenno

SO,_
wasinjected
(sothatits concentration
wasbelowthe

detection
limitof 0.1 ppbv),the massof H2SO
4produced
was
sulfatewasdetected
by theIC (e.g.,
Eventhough
SO,_
wasbelowthedetection
limit of the SO2 solowthatnoparticulate
analyzer,
traceamounts
(i.e.,lowerthan0.1 ppbv)werevery October10, November14 beforenoon, andOctober16 cases
species
detected
in
likelypresent
thatcould
bequickly
oxidized
toproduce
H2SO
4. in Table2). Ontheotherhand,theorganic
they,ratherthan sulfate,were
In fact,in thecaseof November
14before
noon(Table6), 1-2 thelatterthreecasesindicated

totheparticle
growth.
pptofH2SO
4vapor
wasdetected
bytheCIMSduring
the20- themajorcontributors
5. It isworthnotingthatthect-pinene
system
could
bean
minperiod
aftercyclopentene
andozone
wereinjected
intothe
chamber.
Considering
alsothelikelypresence
of NH3(a few exception
to thisproposed
scheme.
Theozone
oxidation
pptvatleast)
asa contaminant,
such
a H2SO4-H20-NH3
ternary products
ofc•-pinene
could
have
verylowvolatility
due
tothe
ringstructure
andlarge
carbon
numbers
inthemolecule.
system
constitutes
oneof thebestknown
systems
exhibitingrigid
someof theseproducts
coulddirectly
participate
in
a highnucleation
potential
[Coffinan
and Hegg,1995]. Therefore
Additionally,
aswecanseefromTable2, glutaric
acid(GA), thehomogeneous
nucleation
to fromnewparticles
[Hoffmann
succinic
acid(SA),andotherorganic
products
wereproduced
in etal.,1998'Koch
etal.,2000].However,
asindicated
bythe
authors,
thishypothesis
is stillhighlyspeculative
both
much
larger
quantities
thanif nocyclopentene
wasinjected.
A same
andtheoretically.
Aswehave
shown
inTable
possible
reaction
pathway
fromcyclopentene
toitsoxidationexperimentally
5,justafewppbv
SO2
would
dramatically
increase
thenucleaproducts
is through
theformation
of a Criegee
intermediate
anditsfurtheroxidation,
asdepicted
above.Considering
their tionrateandnewparticle
number
concentration.
It seems
for
lowvolatility(compared
withothergaseous
products,
e.g., many
moderately
polluted
conditions
(particularly
theMBL),
formic
acid)andappreciable
watersolubility,
thesediacids
are where
SO2
isubiquitous
andterpenes
rather
rare(except
when
biogenic
emissions),
nucleation
of H2SO
4expected
topartition
intothefresh
H2SO4-H20
nuclei,
initiate therearesufficient
substantial
watercondensation
andquicklygrowtheparticles H20 is morelikely.

intoa larger
sizerange
(-30 nm).Such
a scheme
could
well
explain
manyof ourobservations,
forexample:
3.6. Impact of Ammoniaon Hydrocarbon-Ozone
1. In theSO2-O3
case(Table4, October
13)theoxidation Particle Formation
products
frombackground
hydrocarbons
alone
didnotprovide
[Coffinan
andHegg,1995;Korhonen
enough
mass
(toinitiate
substantial
water
condensation),
thus It hasbeensuggested
et
al.,
1999]
that
ammonia
could
greatlyenhance
thebinary
never
grew
thenuclei
bigenough
tobedetected
bytheDMA
nucleation
rate
J,
of
the
H2SO4-H2
¸
system.
For
example,
the
(Rm
always
below
5 nmduring
the40-min
observation
period).
modeling
results
of
Coffinan
and
Hegg
[1995]
show
when
the
2. In theO3-only
case(Table4, October
10)thelackof
H2SO
4
mixing
ratio
is
2
pptv,
just
1
to
5
pptv
of
NH3
would
hydrocarbon
precursors
yielded
verylittlehydroxyl
sothat,
theJ•by5 to 11orders
ofmagnitude,
respectively.
It
withpossibly
onlya trace
amount
ofSO2
in thechamber,
very enhance
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Table

7.

Effect

of Ammonia
,

on ct-Pinene-Ozone

Particle

f

Formation
,

Date [ot-pinene],
a [Ozone],
b T, øC/RH,% [NH3],c Jn,d
Nm,
d Rm,
d Vp,
d
(1998)
ppbv
ppbv
ppbv cm'3s-1 cm-3 nm [tm3 cm'3
Nov. 9

16

95

25/29

1.5 (upper

23

20 K

32

1.75

44

30 K

28

1.63

limit)
Nov. 10

15

100

25/29

22.6

ß

allere [0t-pinene]is 0t-pinenemixing ratio.

b[Ozone]
is ozonemixingratio.
C[NH3]is NH 3 mixingratio.
dThesenotations are identical to those used in Table 4.

thereforeseemsnecessaryto explore whetherammoniahas 4. Modeling Studiesof Particle Nucleation and
any sucheffect on particle formationin the hydrocarbon- Growth

ozonesystems
studied
in theCalspanchamber.In the followWe have proposedthat when cycloolefin and ozone were
ing two caseslistedin Table7, differentamountsof NH3were
present
in the chamber,and their reactionproductswere incorinitially presentin the chamber,with ct-pineneandozone,
before the nucleation

onset.

Clearly,the changeof ammoniamixing ratio had only a
very minoreffect(lessthan a factorof 2) on eitherparticle
nucleationrate Jn, maximumparticle numberconcentration
Nm,meanparticlesize at the end of growthRm,or particle
volumedensity40 min afterthe nucleation
onsetVa. In the
cases of cyclopentene-ozoneand cyclohexene-ozone,our

poratedinto secondaryaerosols,the actualparticle formation
processwas homogeneousnucleationof H2SO4 and H20 (and
perhapsNH3), followed by partitioning of the organic productsandwaterinto the fresh nuclei. The H2SO4 wasproduced
by the oxidationof traceamountsof SO2likely presentin the
chamber,whereasthe partitioning of organic compoundsinto
the nuclei was essentiallydueto their water solubility. Three
simple modelingstudieswill further show why we believe
theseproposalsare valid and alsoleadto someapplicationsof
thesefindingsto secondaryaerosolformationin the MBL.

observations
alsoshoweda very minorimpactof ammoniaon
newparticleformation. This is hardlysurprisingif we note
that,while therewaspossibly a traceamountof H2SO
4 in the
chamber(<5 pptvin mostcases,accordingto the CIMS measurements),the ppbv level of NH3 in the chamber(as a 4.1.
Feasibility of Glutaric Acid-Water
contaminant) should have almost certainly saturatedthe Nucleation in Forming New Particles

H2SO
4. As a result,the enhanced
nucleation
ratewasalready
includedin theJnof theNovember9 case.MoreNH3wouldnot
furtherenhancethe Jnsuchas in the November10 case. In

fact,thisis quiteconsistent
with the recentmodelingworkby
Korhonen et al.

[1999] which does suggest such an

"insensitivity"
of thenucleation
rateto additional
NH3 beyond
a rather low threshold. We note the observed small differences

in Jnor Nmcouldbe easilydueto measurement
errors.

Similarly,asshownby Table7 (specifically,
RmandV•),the
rateand/oramountof organicproductsandwater,whichpartitioned into the fresh nuclei and contributed to the aerosol

growth,
wereneithersignificantlyaffected
by ammonia.The
intrinsic reasonhere is becausealmost all of the acidic prod-

ucts(e.g., dicarboxylic
acids,pinonicacid)are weakacids
(e.g.,forglutaricacid,pKa• = 4.31 at 298 K), therefore
showinglittlechemical
reactivity
towarda weakbaselike NH3.H20
(pKb= 4.75at 298K). Thusthepartitioningof thesespecies
into the fresh nuclei should not be effectively enhancedby

NH3. For this sameintrinsicreason,wefurthernote, NH3is
alsonot expected
to enhancethe nucleationrate of the systemsthat mightincludecertainorganicspeciessuchas some
c•-pinene
oxidationproducts
(if they hadlow enoughvapor
pressures
forhomogeneous
nucleation).
In addition,ozonolysisproducts
of cycloolefins
andct-pinene
otherthandiacids,
e.g.,dialdehydes
andco-oxo
carboxylicacids,shouldalsonot
beaffected
by addedNH3in termsof their nucleatingabilities.
Theirmolecularstructures
simplyrenderthemsuchweakacids
that no considerable decrease in their vapor pressures can
occurdueto addedNH 3.

Binary

As is shown in Table 2, glutaric acid (GA) is one of the
major water-solublespeciesin the aerosol producedin the
cyclopentene-ozonesystem, constituting more than 80%
(mass)of aerosol componentsdetectedby ion chromatography. Meanwhile, GA is expectedto have the highest
particlenucleationpotential consideringits vapor pressureis
the lowest amongall the known products[Hatakeyamaet al.,
1987]. Known reaction mechanisms[e.g., Koch et al., 2000]
actually suggestthat GA, with two carboxyl groups in its
molecularstructure(and thus a high potential to form hydrogen bonds),is presumablythe least volatile among the possible ozonolysisproductsof cyclopentene. It thus becomes
importantto evaluateif GA couldindeedbe the major nucleating species. We will studythe feasibility of GA-H20nucleation by applyingthe classicalbinary nucleationtheory [e.g.,
Kianget al., 1973]. For our purpose,both hydrateformation
and the Zeldovichnonequilibriumfactorare neglected.
The modelmaps out a free energy surfacebasedon the
valuesof AG definedby

AG:-nlkTlnl
S1
)-n2kTlnl
S2
)+4•r2c•,
k,al J
k,a2 J

(1)

wherek is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature,Si is

the saturation
ratio of componenti in the gas phase,ai is the
activityof component
i in clustersolution,r is the radiusof a
clustercontainingn• moleculesof H20 and rt2 moleculesof
GA, andc•is the surfacetension of the cluster. By definition,
we have
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Si --•,

ai =•,

Pi,eqm

(2)

Pi,eqm

We also make the approximationthat

3rcr3
=nlV1+n2
V2,
4

wherePi is theambient
vaporpressure
of component
i, P/.eqm
is
the equilibriumvaporpressureof pure componenti, and P (*i s
the equilibrium vapor pressure of component i over a flat
surfaceof the binary solution with the same composition as
the cluster.

AG in (1) is the free energy requiredto form a cluster of
composition(n• + r/2). At the saddlepoint of this free energy
surface,the systemis minimized. The nucleationrate can then
be calculatedby multiplying the steady state population of
critical clustersby an "impingementrate" of the GA molecules
(assumedfar less than H20 molecules in number concentra-

(10)

whereV•is the volumeof one moleculeof componenti, V•=
M, Ip,.

Plugging(2), (6)-(10) into (5), we get the fo]]owing two
simultaneousequations:
1

MlnlP1+ M2n2P2
k,alJ=•'•M1

(Vlnl
+V2n2)

+M2n202
I1-MlnlPl
1

tion):

J--4•rr2[•
2N]exp-AG*
kT '
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(11)

(3)

=•-•M2M•n•p•
+M2n202

whereN• is the number concentration of water vapor mole-

cules,[•2is the impingement
rate of GA moleculesonto critical

[•-•(Vlnl+V2n2)I-}[I
(P2
-Pl)Mlnl

clusters,
[•2= N2(k r[(2 71;
m2))v2,m2 is the massof one GA
molecule,and AG* is the free energyat the saddlepoint.
The saddlepoint can be determinedby solving

3ni J

=O(i,j=l,

2, i•j),

(4)

MlnlP 1 + M2n2P2

(12)

Sincethe interfacialmasstransferof GA andits aqueous-phase
diffusionareexpectedto be sufficientlyrapid, it is reasonable
to assumethat the concentrationof GA inside the droplet is
uniformandsatisfiesat any momentthe Henry'slaw equilibrium; in mathematical terms, we have

which can also be written

as

P2*øKa
=a2',
(5)

k,ai J kT p r

p

dXi

where p is the densityof the clusterat the binary composition,
M, is the massof one moleculeof componenti, andX/is the
weight percentageof component i in the cluster which is
defined as

Xi '-nlM100niMi
.
1 + n2M2

(6)

Equation (5) omits the surface tension derivative term
(do/dX•), as in the work of Renninger et al. [1981] and
Wilemski [1984].

At this point, we introducethe following expressions:

p=PlnlM]
+P2n2M2
_ X1

X2
nlM1
+n2M2
-10-•p
1+l-•p
2

o=

OlnlM1 + 02n2M2

nlM• +n2M2

=

X1

o• +

100

X2

1'•2

02,

(8)

weight percentages.Thus
do

(91
- 92)/100,
d--'•2
=(92
- 91
)/100.

whereKhis the Henry'slaw constantfor glutaric acid. We use
Kh = 2E+8 M/atm (R. Sander, Compilation of Henry's law
constants for inorganic and organic species of potential
importance in environmental chemistry, 1999, available at
http://www.mpch-mainz.mpg.de/-sander/res/henry.html#2).
The parametera2' is the activity of GA (in molarity) in the
binary solution.
At this point, as long as a• and a2' in equations(11) and
(13) can be expressedby n• and r/2, we can numericallysolve
thesetwo equationssimultaneouslyfor (n•, r/2) at any given
temperatureT, relative humidity RH, and ambient GA vapor
pressureP2' It will then be straightforwardto calculatethe rate
of nucleationof the GA-H20 binary systemusingequation(3).
Daviesand Thomas[1956] did some isopiestic studiesof
aqueousdicarboxylicacid solutions. Using sulfuricacid as
standards,
the solventvaporpressurelowering and activities
of both solvent (water) and solute (dicarboxylic acids) are

(7) determined,asshownin Table8.

wherep• and02arethedensities
of purewaterand gluraticacid,
and% and02 arethe surfacetensions
of purewaterandglutaric
acid. Hencethe density p and surfacetension 0 of the cluster
arerelatedto thoseof the purecomponents1 and 2 through

dp

(13)

(9)

From the experimentaldata
m, AP, anda2?mprovidedby DaviesandThomas,it is easyt o
calculatethe activitiesof waterandGA in binary solutionsof
differentconcentrations(in the first column). We can then
write a• anda2' as a functionof GA concentrationfrom these
data:

a• = -0.0097 m + 0.994;

(14)

a2'= 0.8107 In(m) + 1.0419.

(15)

Since we have m = (1000 r/2/(Navn• M•)) where Nayis the
Avogadroconstantand, in the rangeof concentrations
studied,
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Table 8. DeterminingActivitiesof Water and GA in GlutaricAcid-Water
Solution (25øC)a

•n,molkg4 AP,mmHg-i P1,mmHg-1 a2'/m a• (H20, in

a2' (GA, in Molality)

Mole Fraction)
0.493

0.199

23.581

1.142

0.992

0.563

1.092

0.422

23.358

0.977

0.982

1.067

1.416

0.480

23.300

0.904

0.980

1.280

2.186

0.680

23.100

0.755

0.971

1.650

2.403

0.725

23.055

0.723

0.970

1.737

2.880

0.806

22.974

0.649

0.966

1.869

3.789

0.996

22.784

0.567

0.958

2.148

4.114

1.080

22.700

0.552

0.955

2.271

allerem ismolality
of GA in watersolution;
APislowering
of watervaporpressure
due to GA in the solution;
P• is water vaporpressureover the surfaceof
GA-H20solution;
a•isactivity
of waterin GA-H20binarysolution;
a2' is activity
of
GA in GA-H20binarysolution;
a2' here(in molality)is differentfrombutrelatedto
theGA activity(in molefraction)definedby equation
(2).

the densityof thebinarysolutionis about1 kg/L, we then (0.17%, Table 2), the GA mixing ratio was probably lower
combine(11), (12), (13) with (14) and(15) andget (16) and than even 1 ppb. Our model output indicatesundersuch a
(17) as written below:

condition, the GA-H20 nucleationrate would have been less

than1E-100cm'3s'l. Clearlythis meansno homogeneous
nucleationcouldhave occurredif the nucleationsystemhad
beenGA-H20. Thedifference
betweenourmodeloutputandthe
experimentalobservationis so large that any modelingor
instrumentalerrorscan hardly explain it. We concludethat
glutaricacid-waterhomogeneous
nucleationwas too slow to

RH
,=•-•M•
2 [,•
Mlnløl
+M2n2cI2
1
In-0.0097(
1000n2
/+0.994
[ MlnlO1+ M2n2O
2

[, NavnlM1

1

'• (Vln
1+V2n2)
1-M,n,
pt+M•n•p•

(16)

--

accountfor the observedparticlenucleationrate.

Anotherimportantobservationrelevantto the validity of
GA-H20nucleationis providedby RH measurements.When
we changethe RH from the 66% (October10 case)to 29%

Table 9. Calculating
ParticleNucleation
Rateasa
P2Kh
2
M
[
Mlnløl
+
M2n2cI2
j
Function
of
the
Glutaric
Acid
(GA)
Vapor
Mixing
(NavnlM•
10.8107
ld
1000n2
)+1.0419
= •L
•,•+M2n202

Ratioin theGA-H20BinarySystem

1

(Vln
1+V2n2) 1-

MlnlPl + M2n2O2

.

(17)

Now to solvefor thesetwo equations(16) and(17) at different
P2,wejust needto finalizesomethermodynamic
data. We take

Pl, 02, (•1fromLide [1991]. For the surfacetensionof pure
GA, 02, we extrapolatethe dataof surfacetensionas a function

of GAconcentration
from$chulman[1995] to the pureglutaric acid and use the value of 44.60E-3 N/re.

We will firstcomparethe modeloutputwith the nucleation
rate observedby the particle countersin the caseof October
10, 1998, where T= 299.84 K and RH = 65.7%.

[GA]g
inthe n•b n2
c

Chamber,
appbv

The model

output(Table 9) showsthe particle nucleationrate as a function of the mixing ratio of GA vapor in the chamber. It is
shown in Table 6 that the nucleation rate was about 81.5 cm'3

100
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1500
2000
2500

297
142
90
53
37
30
24
21
18
17
15
11
8
7

re,am AG,e
j Jn,fcm-3
s-•

274 2.3E09g 1.1E-18
140 1.83E-09 6.92E-19
93 1.6E-09 5.22E-19
57 1.35E-09 3.77E-19
42 1.22E-09 3E-19
34 1.14E-09 2.64E-19
28 1.06E-09 2.33E-19
25 1.02E-09 2.12E-19
22 9.79E-10 1.94E-19
20 9.5E-10 1.89E-19
19 9.31E-10 1.7E-19
14 8.41E-10 1.42E-19
11 7.73E-10 1.18E-19
10 7.48E-10 1.05E-19

1.32E-94
1.26E-51
8.84E-34
1.51E-18
1.88E-10
1.17E-06
2.12E-3
0.396
31.6
113
1.34E+04
1.43E+07
4.63E+09
1.37E+11

s'• intheOctober
l0 case.According
to Table9, forGA-H20
system
to achievesucha nucleation
rate,the GA mixingratio
wouldhavehadto reachat least800 ppb. However,considering only 50 ppbvcyclopentene
was injectedinto the chamber

initially,the[G^]gwasobviously
far lowerthan800ppbv. In
fact, if the yield of GA in the aerosolwere any indication

a[GA]g
isglutaric
acidvapor
mixing
ratio.

b.aa.eAGis thefreeenergy
required
to forma cluster
(radius
r) containing
n•molecules
ofH20andrt2molecules
of
GA.
fThisnotation
isidentical
tothatusedinTable4.
gRead2.3E-09 as 2.3 x 10-9.
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(November10 case),the model outputof nucleationrate does H2SO4 partial pressure,a H2SO4 sourceterm (via SO2 oxidanot changemuch (within 20% for each GA vapor pressure). tion), a condensationalsink term for H2SO4 condensingonto
This is contraryto what we observedfrom particle counters preexisting particle surface, and conservation equations for
(Table 6). It is, on the other hand, well known that the
particlenumber and mass, and H2SO4 and SO2concentrations.
H2SO4-H20nucleationrate is strongly affectedby water vapor ConsideringNH3 was likely presentin the chamberthat could
partial pressure. This again supportsour contention that the enhancethe homogeneousnucleation rate Jn, we use a ternary
nucleation observedin the chamber was not GA-H20, but nucleationmodelfor the H2SO4-H20-NH3systemto calculateJn
H2SO4-H20.
[Coffmanand Hegg, 1995]. For this modelto be applicable we
Becauseof the lack of some thermodynamicdata (mainly set [NH3] = 1.3 pptv which is probably at the lower end of the
activity, surfacetension) for the products in cyclohexene- concentration
range in the chamber. The integral model
ozoneand ot-pinene-ozonesystems,we have not been able to requires
specifications
of initial valuesof SO2,.OH, H20, T,
calculate other (organic product-water)nucleation rates with and particle number concentration. In the case of October 10
our model. However, consideringthe saturation vapor pres- the numberconcentration
of preexistingparticleswas about
sure(1.46E-10 atm) and Henry's law constant (2E8 M/atm) for 80 cm-3,givenby theTSI3025Acounter.
Wetake[SO21o
=
adipicacid,a majorproductof the cyclohexene-ozonesystem, 100pptvas the initial valuefor ourcalculation,
according
to
it is unlikely that (adipic acid-water)binary nucleation would the SO2analyzer.BothH2SO
4 andhydroxylweredetected
by
havebeenfast enoughto accountfor the observednew particle the chemicalionizationmassspectrometer.We also take the
formation. Other aerosol components,including dialdehydes lower-endvalues,[H2SO4]
o --2 pptv and [.OH]o = 5E+6
and c0-oxocarboxylicacids,have even higher saturationvapor molecules/cm
3,asthe modelinputs. Ourmodelresultshave
pressureswhich makesthern even less likely to participate in provenratherinsensitive
to the initial H2SO4 vaporconcentrahomogeneousnucleation. Two points are worth reiterating tion. Figure 1 showsthe model outputof particle numberconhere. First, even though we have only identified a fraction of centration as a function of time comparedwith that observed
the aerosol organic matter in these hydrocarbon-ozone by the TSI3025A particle counter.
systems,mechanisticconsiderationssuggestdiacids should be
The modeloutputsimulatesthe new particleproductionvery
the least volatile among all the products[Seinfeld and Pandis, well until about5 min after the onsetof nucleation(1327 LT),
1998; Koch et al., 2000]. Second, as we mentioned earlier in
when the actual particle concentration started to level off,
section 3.6, NH 3 is not expected to enhance the nucleating whereasthe modelstill predicteda rapid "burst"of new partiabilitiesof theseoxidationproductsdue to their weak acidity.
cles. When we ran the model to simulate another case of

cyclopentene-ozone
particle productionbut with 1 ppbv SO2

4.2. HzSO4-H20 Particle Nucleation in the
Cycloolefin-Ozone
System

initially in the chamber, we saw similar results: The model
outputcouldwell simulatethe particleproductionin the first 5

We use an integral nucleation model [Hegg et al., 1992;
Kreidenweisand Seinfeld, 1988] to simulate the H2804-H20
particle nucleation and growth under the conditions in our
cycloolefin-ozoneexperimentsand comparewith the observed
particle production. In such a model the extent of nucleation
canbe predictedon the basisof a handful of simple equations:
a parameterizednucleation rate as a function of RH, T, and

min or so,but soon after that, the actualparticle numberconcentrationleveled off, while the model predictedmore particle
production. Furthermore,the particle sizes predictedby the
integral model alone were too small to explain the sizes
observedby the DMA in the chamberexperiments.
These "inconsistencies"
betweenthe model outputsand the
observationscan actually be easily interpretedby our earlier

c-

O

o

13:22:o5 13:•:31

13:24:58

13:2S:24 13:27:50

13:33:36

Figure 1. TSI 3025A and model output of new particle formation in the caseof October 10, 1998.
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proposals. As soon as the H2SO4-H20nuclei were formed, neglectedhere as, in this study, we assumeall the oxidation
take placein the gasphase. Our purposeis to evaluorganicproductscontinuouslyproducedin the reaction system processes
would partition into these nuclei, initiate substantial water ate whethersuchan assumptioncould be viable to explain our
observations.In the gas phase,
condensationand quickly increasethe nuclei surfacearea. At
somepoint (about5 min after nucleationonset in the October
10 case), H2SO4 vapor molecules would start to primarily
dt
'
condenseon these large surfacesrather than nucleate new
particles, thereforeeffectively killing off further nucleation.
'l
As a result, far fewer particles than the model's prediction wherek is the reactionrate constant(6.3E-16 cm3 molecule
concentration
of GA (cm'3) in the
wouldbe formed,and they wouldgrow into muchlarger sizes. s'l), X is the gas-phase
In comparison,on October 13 when only SO2and ozone were chamber,[cyclopentene],[ozone]are the respectivegas-phase
(cm'3),¾is the yieldof GA in the gasphase,
initially presentin the chamber(Table 4), the particlenumber concentrations
concentration
grewupto over 100,000 cm'3 within 10 min. and (I)c is the interphase flux rate of GA vapor into aerosols
andwall loss canbe to the first
Sincetherewere not enoughorganic speciesproduced,neither (cm'3s'l).The coagulation
partitioningof organicsnor watercondensationoccurredsub- order ignoredaccordingto our calculations.
Using the Fuchs and $utugin [1970] equation,we have
stantiallyto grow the newly formedH2SO4-H20nuclei, resulting in only very smallparticles(Rm- 5 nm) even after 40 min

dX=k[cyclopentene]
[ozone]¾
-Oc

(18)

(19)

of observation.

4.3. Partitioning of Glutaric
HzSO4-H20 Nuclei

Acid Into the Fresh

It is well known that besidesglutaricacid (GA), otheroxidation productsin the cyclopentene-ozone
systemwill also partition into the aerosolphase, for example, glutaldehydeand
5-oxo-pentanoic
acid [Hatakeyamaet al., 1987]. However,as
we have mentionedearlier, GA is expectedto be one of the
major aerosolproductsunderambientconditions. Therefore,
insteadof trying to modelthe partitioning processesfor all
the products,we chooseto developa simple diagnosticmodel
to study the partitioning of the major product, GA, into the
H2SO4-H20nuclei. Another reasonfor doing this is that GA
has the highest solubility among all the known particulate
productsfrom cyclopenteneozonolysis. Our model resultscan
then be comparedwith the mass concentrationof particulate
GA obtainedfrom filter samplingof aerosoland subsequent
IC
analyses. Other oxidation productscan be incorporatedinto
this model later if found necessary.
It is worth noting that our approach throughout this
exerciseis at least semi-empirical, i.e., whereverpossible we
utilize the observational data to constrain and simplify our

wheretxcorrects
for usingthemeanradiusRpin the condensationrateequation
[Okuyama
et al., 1988], Dgis the diffusivity
of GAmolecules
(takenas 0.078 cm2 s'l), [3is a correction
factor which extends the condensationequationthrough the

transitionand kinetic regimes[Dahneke,1983], N•, is the
aerosolnumber
concentration
(cm'3),andXsis the GA vapor
concentration
at theparticlesurface(cm'3).
Assuming the molar concentration of GA in the aerosol

dropletsis Y (mol/L), we canapplyHenry'slaw:

(Xs/ Nav)RTKh'=
Y,

(20)

where Navis Avogadro's constant and Kn' is the effective
Henry's law constant.

In theaqueous-phase
we assume
theflux of GA vaporis fully
scavengedby these aerosol droplets with a mean volume

densityV•,(•tm3/cm
3 air). Wethenhavethe massbalance
equationfor GA in the aqueousphase
dY
dt

= epc/(VaVp).

calculations. For example, the most straightforwardmethodology for calculating the amount of GA in the aerosol would
Here we assumeall droplets are homogeneouslymixed.
simply be to assme that all of the GA was instantaneously Since the mixing time in a micron-sized droplet is about
producedin the gas phase through ozonolysis of cyclopen- 0.01 s [Schwartzand Freiberg, 1981] and we are interestedin
temporal variations on the timescale of minutes, this
tene. The GA then partitioned into the aerosol droplets with
theobserved
asymptotic
volume(-9.8 !.tm3/cm
3in the October approximationis appropriate. At this point, by combining
10 case, after the hygroscopic correctionfor the DMA meas- (18), (19), (20), and (21), we shall be able to solve these
urement),assumingHenry's law equilibrium. In this scenario coupledequationsnumericallyfor X andY as long as (x, [3,¾,
one gets a GA mass concentration in the condensedphase of
Kh',N•, V•,R• areknown.

0.59 gg/m3,somewhat
higherthanthe measured
valueof 0.41
The valuesof rx, [• arereadilyavailableor calculablefrom
•tg/m3 fromthe IC analyses(uncertainty:
520%). However, Okuyamaet al. [ 1988], Lide [ 1991], and Seinfeld and Pandis
one should realize

this

scenario

assumes no kinetic

limita-

tions to the interphasetransferand further assumesthat the GA
Henry's law constantfor the bulk solution is exactly applicable to the actual aerosol dropletsin the chamber. While the
latter assumption is difficult to completely avoid in even
diagnosticstudies,the former can be testedwith the following
diagnosticbox model.
As in other time-dependentbox models [e.g., Chameides,
1984], our model treatsthe gas-phasechemistry as well as the
partitioningof GA vapor into the aqueous-phase
aerosol. The
aqueous-phase
chemistry is worth exploring in the futurebut

[1998]. Hatakeyarnaet al. [1984] determinednicely that the
collisionally stabilized Criegee intermediate from the
cyclopentene-ozonereaction has a yield of 5.2%. Such a
stabilized intermediate would mechanistically only lead to
5-oxo-pentanoic acid and glutaric acid. The yield of
5-oxo-pentanoicacid is estimatedto be 1% [Hatakeyarna et al.,
1987]. Thereforewe take 4.2% as the yield of gas-phaseGA
(¾). In the dropletscomposedof H2SO4 and H20 as a result of
homogeneousnucleation, the pH value is found to be lower
than 1.0. At sucha low pH the effective Henry's law constant
Kh'of GA is essentiallythe sameas the Henry's law constant
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In the case of October 10, 1998, the measurements show the

cyclopenteneand ozonemixing ratios as a function of time as
follows: [cyclopentene]= 56.6 exp[-0.001 t] ppbv; [ozone] =

E 0.4-

93.0exp[-0.0005
t] ppbv;plus,wetakeNs= 7520cm'3,Rs=
0.02gm,Vs= 0,55[.tm3/cm
3att = 5 minasinputvalues.Plug

o

•

theseinto (18)-(21) and solve for Y. We plot Y as a function of
time in Figure 2.

0.2

Whenothersetsof (Ns, Rs, Vs) values(e.g., t = 0, 10 min,

o

20 min) are used as model inputs, the results of GA molar
concentration in the aerosol (Y) and vapor concentration (X)

0.1
.c_

560 l oho15'002o'00200 300 300
Time (second)

showlittle variationfromFigure2. Suchinsensitivityto (Ns,
Rs,Vs)valuesis rathersurprising
at first sight. However,we
see the final molar concentration

of GA in the aerosol

is about

0.46 M, equivalentto 6 g GA/100 g water. This is far lower
Figure 2. GA molarconcentration
in the aerosol,[GA], than the concentration in a saturatedGA solution (solubility
duringparticlegrowthprocessin the caseof October10, of GA equa•to 116 g/100 g water) [Saxena and Hildemann,
1998. Note that due to the use of a constant aerosol volume
1996]. Thus the partitioning process here is essentially a
densityV• whensolvingtheequations,
this actuallybetter processof continuouslyproducedGA quickly dissolving into
reflectsthe time dependence
of the GA massconcentration
in the aerosol droplets. Water vapor would then also continuthe chamber,ratherthan the actualmolar concentrationin the ously condenseonto the dropletsto compensatefor the loweraerosoldroplets.Onecanrecoverthe massconcentration
by ing of water activity (and thus water vapor concentrationat the
multiplying
thegivenconcentration
by the corresponding
V•. surface),due to the dissolutionof GA and likely other organic
products. Sincethe GA solutionwas never saturated,the final
GA concentrationin the aerosolturned out to be mainly modulated
by its gas-phaseproduction, which was well measured
Kh(2E+8 M/atm). We noteit is uncertainwhetherthe Henry's
and modeled. The chemically producedGA vapor would conlaw constantin the bulk solutionis exactly applicable to tiny
aerosoldroplets, and this uncertaintyis further compounded tinuously dissolve into the aerosoldropletsuntil the equilibby the chemical complexities of these droplets that could rium betweenthe gas and aqueousphase was established(i.e.,
include H2SO4 and other organic species. Since these when the gas-to-particleflux becamezero).
Our modeloutputsshow the GA molar concentration (Y) in
uncertaintiesare currently intractable, we here simply adopt
the aerosol increasesasymptotically (Figure 2), although the
the bulk data for our diagnosticpurpose.
A key facet of this assessmentis the GA vapor concentra- slopeat the beginningshouldin fact be steeperdueto the use
volumeVs. However,onceagain,for the reasons
tion abovethe aerosoldroplets(X,•)that will largely determine of a constant
we
have
just
stated, the uncertainty of the model outputs of
the rate of GA interphasetransfer. This is estimated from
Henry's law and the instantaneousGA concentrationin the [GA] neartheend of phase partitioning (the asymptotic value
aerosoldroplets(Y), as implied by equation(20). Estimation
of the aqueousconcentration of GA itself, calculatedby
equation(21), utilizes observedvalue of the aerosolvolume

in Figure2), caused
by usinga constantset of (Ns, Rs, Vs),is
expectedto be small. At least suchan uncertaintyshouldbe

smallerthan the measurement
uncertainties
of Ns, Rs, Vs, and

density
Vs. Thisutilization
of observed
Vs avoidsthedifficult gas concentrations.

An aerosol
sample
wascollected
between
t• = 1020 s andt2
problem of calculating the water condensationonto the
complex H20-H2SO4-GA
(and likely other organic species) = 3420 s in the abovecase. Figure2 showsthe molarconcensolutiondropsin which their activities are largely unknown. trationsof GA in theaerosol(Y) at t• andt2 are0.36 and0.46
TheDMA-derived
aerosol
volumedensiIndeed,our calculationssuggestthis approachcan lead to even mol/L,respectively.
further simplificationsas describedbelow.
tiesVs, afterhygroscopic
corrections,
are4.30 and5.34

WhileNs, Vs,Rs areall evolvingduringthis process,
the
modelresultsfor the asymptotic valuesof X and Y turn out to

t,tm3/cm
3,respectively.
Calculations
thenshowthemassconcentrationof GA in the chamber,duringthistime interval, has

valueof 0.48 t,tg/m3air. Thisis in quitegood
be very insensitiveto the differentsetsof (Ns, Vs, Rs) values an average
being used. Particularly,the GA molar concentrationin the
aerosol(Y) nearthe end of phasepartitioning is foundto have

little dependence
upon(Ns, Vs, Rs) values,consistentwith
theoreticalpredictionsthat will be seen from equation(22).
Thus,ratherthan writing out detailedtime-dependentequations
for these variables (essentially parameterizationsbased on

agreement
withthatidentified
byIC (0.41t,tg/m3),
considering

theoveralluncertainty
of theIC analyses
is about20%. However,both valuesaresomewhat
lowerthan that predicted
by
calculationssimply using partitioning equilibrium(0.59

gg/m3),as shownearlier. Thisimpliesthat therecouldbe
some kinetic limitations to the interphase mass transfer

reacobserved
values),we inputa certainsetof (Rs, Ns, Vs) values duringsuchan aerosolgrowthprocess,wherechemical
take place
(e.g., at t = 5 min) for which the model shouldyield good tion andphasepartitioningof certainproducts
simultaneously.It shouldbe pointedout that, undersome
enough results for our purpose (comparing with filter/IC
results). However, becauseof this, one must be careful in

interpretingthe results. For example,the time dependence
of
Y, which ostensiblyshowsthe time varianceof the GA molar
concentrationin the aerosol droplets(mol/L), actually rather
represents
the time varianceof the GA massconcentrationin

thechamber
(t,tg/m3).

circumstances,
the actu,• gas/aerosolpartitioning mechanism
canbemuchmorecomplicatedthan what is described
here, as
it is determinedby both the partitioning speciesand the

phasesthey can partition into. For example,a widely
proposed
mechanism
is baseduponthepartitioning
of organic
species
betweenthe gasphaseandthe organicmaterialphase
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in the aerosol[Pankow, 1994a, 1994b; Odum et al., 1996]. In
our model the partitioning is betweenthe gas phase and the
aerosolaqueousphase. It seemsreasonableto adopt the latter
mechanismfor a compoundas soluble as glutaric acid, while
for less polar (thus perhapsmore hydrophobic)productssuch
as thosefrom the oxidation of aromatics and ot-pinene [Odum

the dominant
nucleation
process,
thepH of the freshlyformed
nucleicouldbe as low as 1. Then, as shownabove, the acids

withpKa
• close
to1 areexpected
tobethemajorpartitioning
species,for example,oxalicacid(PKa•= 1.23) andmalonic

acid(pKa
• = 2.83).In comparison,
succinic
acid(PKa•=4.16),
glutaric
acid(pK•• = 4.31),or adipicacid(pK•• = 4.43) should

contribute
muchlessto the aerosolmass,providedall of these
acidsarepresentin comparableamounts. Sucha theoretical
of
phases: the gas, the organic aerosol material, and the aqueous predictionfinds supportfrom several field measurements
et al., 1996], the first mechanism could be more suitable.

indeed,secondaryorganiccompoundsmay exist in all three

phase, at least for high relative humidities [Saxena et al.,
1995]. It is our view that the mechanism suggestedby
Pankow (and others) and that suggestedhere by ourselves
constitutetwo ratherextremecasesin a "continuous"spectrum
of the actualphasepartitioningmechanism.
In several other casesthe model outputs of GA mass in
aerosolare alsoin goodagreementwith thosefrom the filters.
In fact, if we solve the above equations(18)-(21) in symbolic
terms, the final GA molar concentrationin the aerosol, [GA] øø,
can be written

dicarboxylic
acidsin remotemarineandurbanaerosols[e.g.,
Kawamuraand Sakaguchi, 1999; Kawamuraand Ikushima,
1993].

Since C2 and C3 diacids could be final oxidation

products
fromlonger-chain
acids,sucha preferential
partitioning into the condensedphase would further enhancetheir
concentrations

in the submicron aerosols.

5. Conclusions
and SomeApplicationsto the
MBL

as follows:

A seriesof controlledexperimentswere carriedout in the
CalspanCorporation's600 m3 environmentalchamberwhere
some secondaryorganic aerosol formation processeswere

[GA]
øø
=A[øzøne]o[cycløpentene]o¾

Nay[
0.1013
1 ' (22)

simulated
andstudied.Sincethe concentrations
of the precur-

Kh'

where A is related to the ozone and cyclopentene reaction
constant and decay rate, [ozone]o and [cyclopentene]oare
initial gas-phaseconcentrations,and Kh' is the effective
Henry's law constant for GA. While the approximations
utilized in its derivationrenderthis an approximateandby no
means general solution, we feel it will have considerable
prognosticpower for scenariossimilar to that treatedhere. On
the basis of (22) we present two theoretical predictions and
their experimentalsupport:
1. When the initial concentrationsof 03 and cyclopentene
are elevated,the equilibriummolar concentrationof GA in the

sorsandoxidantsused,andthe chamberconditions(T, P, RH,
etc.),weremuchcloserto the valuesexpectedin certainMBL
regionsthanhavepreviouslybeenexamined,manyresultsin
theseexperimentscouldbe more plausibly appliedto the
MBL.

1. The threeprecursor-ozone
systemsstudied,with no seed
aerosolpresent, readily formed new submicronaerosols at
very low reactantlevels.

2. Identification
of water-soluble
compounds
in the formed
aerosols
showedagreement
with somepreviousstudies.However, the yieldsof organicproducts
in the Calspanexperimentswerelower,probablydueto the lower concentrationsof
initial

reactants.

3. A three-stepprocedure
is proposedto explain the
aerosolshouldalsorise. The molaryield of GA in the aerosol,
particlenucleation:
hydroxylproduction
--->H2SO
4
as seen from [GA]øø/[cyclopeneten]o,
is also expectedto observed
(perhapstogetherwith NH3)homoincrease
astheinitialozonelevelincreases.Thiscouldquan- formation--->H2SO4-H20
nucleation.We alsoproposethat certainsecondary
titatively explain why the molar yields reportedby geneous
Hatakeyamaet al. [1985, 1987]arehigherthanin ours,as has

organicproductswouldnot makean importantcontributionto

been qualitativelysuggested
in someearlierwork [e.g., newparticlenucleationbut, rather,they wouldpartitioninto
Satsumabayashiet al., 1990].

the H2SO4-H20
freshnuclei, enhancewatercondensation,and

2. ThepH of the freshnucleicouldplay an importantrole helpgrowthesenucleiintoa largersizerange. Sucha scheme
in the MBL wheretraceamounts
of SO2,NH3,03,
in affectingthe partitioningof organiccompounds
into them. is plausible
hydrocarbons
areubiquitous
andpreexisting
For a diprotic acid like a dicarboxylicacid the effective andbackground
particlesarerelativelyfew. It alsoprovidesa viable mechaHenry's law constantKh'is
nism to explain why sulfateandorganicshave often been
foundpresentin a singleaerosolparticle.

Ka1 KalKa
2'

4. Thewell-knownsourceof cyclopentene
or cyclohexene
is fromurbanpollution,e.g., automobile
exhaust.Assuming

an ozonelevelof 20 ppb,thelifetimeof cyclopenetene
dueto
ozoneoxidationis about1 hour. Thereforethe cycloolefins,
whereKhis the Henry'slaw constant,andKa• andKa2 arethe emittedin manyurbancoastal
regions,
canbe transported
into
first and secondstepdissociation
constants
of the acid. When the marineatmosphere
undercertainmeteorological
condithe[H+]of thefreshnucleiis high(suchasin theH2SOq-H20tions. Duringsuchtransport,oxidationto dicarboxylicacids
nuclei),strongacidswith high Ka• andKa2 wouldincrease
the andotherproducts
couldtakeplace,andthey couldpartition
K•' effectivelyaccording
to (23). Thenequation(22), which into preexistingparticlesthroughthe mechanism
proposed
should
be applicableto othersecondary
aerosolcomponents, above. However,if the ozonelevel werehigheror the wind
predictsthat the concentrationsof these acids in the aerosol at speedweresignificantly
slower,theabovechemicalandpartithe endof phasepartitioningwouldbecomehigher. Under cle formationprocesses
wouldmostlytake placewithin the
conditionsin the MBL where the NH3 mixing ratio is coastalregion. Dicarboxylicacidscouldthen still be transsufficientlylow thusrenderingH2SOq-H20
binary nucleation portedto theMBL in the aerosolsthey havepartitionedinto.
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On the otherhand,if cycloolefinshave a significant marine
sourceandtheiroxidationproductscanprovidesufficientmass
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boundary
layer:Microphysics,
diurnal
cyclesand
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Clarke, A.D., J. L. Varner, F. Eisele, R. L. Mauldin, D. Tanner, and M.
flux,thenourproposed
mechanism
couldbe a morewidespread Litchy, Particleproductionin the remote marine atmosphere:Cloud
pathwayto formsecondary
organicaerosolsin the MBL. We
outflow and subsidenceduring ACE 1, J. Geophys. Res., 103,

furthernotethat sucha pathwaycanbe applicableto primary
hydrocarbon
precursors
of dicarboxylicacids other than
cycloolefins
(asmuchas50%of thecarbonmassemittedfrom
the ocean surfacecould be in the form of olefins [cf. Bonsang

et al., 1991]),aswell as secondary
organicspeciesproduced
in
the marineatmosphere
whichhave similar propertiesas the
ones studied here.
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